The Living World of Audubon, by Roland C. Clement. Country Life Books, £5.95.
The comparison of painting and photography grinds on, as indeed it always will, because there is an obvious parallel in any visual presentation of life and happening. The scales are recurring ones -the freedom of an artist to create and compose a situation balanced against the sheer scientific exactitude of a photograph.
If an original painting is set against a photograph, the indefinable merits of a painted surface and the individuality of the artist's brushwork combine to devalue the chemical product. A welcome sentimentality is aroused that gives all painters a lift. But here there is something else -both paintings and photographs are reproduced by the same mechanical process; their surfaces are identical. One is left to ponder a purely visual comparison.
Roland Clement has presented something that will delight all who see it. As an experiment in juxtapositions, the choice of Audubon is brilliant, for his painting, perhaps more than any other, distilled every drop of decorative lineal delight from a subject without loss of scientific observation -for a perfect example see the great blue heron on page 31. Moreover he lived before cameras, when artists bore a responsibility to 'record', and before they became confused and manipulated by the camera's split-second caricatures of truth. He looked, closely and clinically, bringing his 'art' to bear not just on the birds but on the flowers and grasses, berries and landscapes of his living world.
Clement has taken only 64 from the 435 species illustrated in the original doubleelephant folios of 'Birds of America', but he has chosen carefully. All the main groups are represented and he has selected for diversity, spectacle and artistic impact. An introduction to each tells of Audubon's own associations with the bird and its status in his day. Then he describes the bird as an object of up-to-date field study, in the form of expanded captions to the supporting photographs. These links are fascinating and beautifully presented, so one sees first the Audubon print, followed by camera portraits from America's leading photographers, showing each subject,
